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Abstract 
Oil palm drupe which has thick fleshy mesocarp contains rich oil, where storage of oil in it can 
make up to 80% of its dry mass [1]. Ongoing research interest in oil palms has been focused on the 
mechanisms of oil production in oil palm drupes, while investigation on the ultrastructural mor-
phometry of its oil storage entity, namely lipid body, has received limited attention. By employing 
microscopy techniques, this study investigated the morphometric of lipid bodies in the mesocarp, 
kernel and embryo of oil palms drupes at 22 week-after-anthesis (WAA). This study also investi-
gated the relationship between the size of lipid bodies and oil yield of oil palms at the same state 
of maturity (22 WAA). The structural arrangements of lipid bodies were found to be different 
among embryo, kernel and mesocarp of oil palms. It was also found that the size of lipid bodies of 
mesocarp of oil palms was larger compared to other crops. Lipid bodies in both embryo and me-
socarp were statistically shown to be larger in low oil-yielding palms. 
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1. Introduction 
Lipid bodies are intracellular organelles comprising a matrix of triacylglycerol (TAG) surrounded by phospholi-
pids monolayer embedded and covered with unique proteins, namely oleosin, caleosin and steroleosin [2]. They 
are often termed as oil bodies, lipid droplets, oil globules, oleosomes and spherosomes [3]. Lipid bodies are 
found in leaf [4], embryo and cotyledon of plants and serve as energy supply during seed germination and early 
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stages of growth [5]. 
In general, seed lipid bodies are small and spherical in shape with diameters ranging from 0.5 - 2.5 µm. The 

size of the lipid bodies differs among plant species [6] and is also affected by nutrient supply and the environ-
ment [7]. Research has shown that lipid content and the size of lipid bodies are correlated, and the size of lipid 
bodies is controlled by the quantity of oleosin. Lipid bodies resist coalescence and remain small individual units, 
even during the final stages of seed maturation where desiccation occurs [8]. 

Researches on lipid bodies had focused on the lipid bodies of seed origins as well as their related proteins and 
function [3] [7] [9]-[12]. Not only is the lipid-rich fleshy mesocarp tissue of the oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) 
drupes the main source of edible oil for the world, but it is also the richest dietary source of provitamin A, yet 
the lipid bodies of oil palm have received less scientific attention than other oil crops like Arabidopsis spp. and 
Zea mays. 

This study examined the morphometry of the lipid bodies in different tissue of the fruit of oil palm by trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM), confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and light microscope (LM). 
Furthermore, it compared the differences in the morphometry of lipid bodies between predetermined high and 
low oil-yielding palms [13]. 

2. Material and Methods 
2.1. Plant material 
Commercial crosses of oil palm, namely tenera, which are hybrid of Serdang Avenue dura and AVROS psifera 
were used in this study. These palms are cultivated in an oil palm plantation in Carey Island, Selangor, Malaysia, 
which is managed by Sime Darby Berhad (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia). 

2.2. Structural Examination 
Drupes of oil palms (Elaeis guineensis) were harvested at 22 weeks after anthesis (WAA) for structural studies 
at maturation state. Mesocarp tissue was excised carefully with a razor blade. Kernel tissues and embryos were 
extracted from seed. The excised tissues were subjected to samples preparation process as described below. 

2.3. Investigation of Relationship between Size of Lipid Bodies and Oil Yield 
It was shown in a preliminary study (data not shown) that only lipid bodies of drupes from the proximal region 
exhibited differences of size when comparing between high oil and low oil-yielding palms, while drupes from 
the central and distal region did not show any differences (Figure 1). Thus, in the present study, only oil palm 
drupes at 22 WAA from the proximal region of the fresh fruit bunch (FFB) were used for further validation. For 
statistical validation, twelve oil palm trees were selected for the study. Six were categorized as high oil-yielding 
(Hy) and the other six as low oil-yielding (Ly). The Hy palms were identified by their relatively high oil yield 
with an average of 78.1 kg of palm oil per palm per year, over the past 7 years. In contrast, the Ly trees yielded 
an average of only 40.5 kg of palm oil per palm per year. Mesocarp tissues of oil palm drupes were excised and 
subjected to sample preparation process as described below. 

2.4. Samples Preparation 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H7100), light microscopy (Olympus, BX 51) and confocal la-
ser scanning microscope (CLSM, Leica TCS P5) were employed to examine the morphometrics of the lipid bo-
dies in embryo and mesocarp of oil palm. Tissue pieces of 1 - 2 mm3 were fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde, 0.01 M 
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH7.0) for 48 hours in vacuum at room temperature and washed three times in 0.01 
M sodium cacodylate buffer. These samples were then post-fixed in 0.1% osmium tetraoxide in 0.01 M sodium 
cacodylate buffer for 2 hours and washed three times in 0.01 M sodium cacodylate buffer. Washed tissue sam-
ples were dehydrated through a graded acetone series, and then infiltrated and embedded in epoxy resin. For 
TEM observation, ultrathin sections of tissues with 60 - 90 nm thickness were stained with uranyl acetate for 15 
minutes, followed by lead stain for 10 minutes. For light microscopy, semithin (1 - 2 µm) sections of mesocarp 
tissues were prepared and stained with toluidine blue, while for CLSM, samples were stained with LipidTOXTM 
Red Neutral Lipid stain. The ultrastructure and the size of lipid bodies in mesocarp and embryo were measured 
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Figure 1. Fresh fruit bunch of oil palms. Drupes har- 
vested from the proximal region were used in the study.  

 
using the Analysis Five (Olympus) imaging software.  

2.5. Statistical Analysis and Comparison of Lipid Bodies in High and Low Oil-Yielding  
Palms 

For mesocarp lipid bodies, diameter of lipid bodies was measured for 31 randomly selected cells, from randomly 
selected oil palm drupes (from the proximal region) of each of the selected palms. Number of lipid bodies con-
tained within a single cells as well as the size of the cells were also recorded. As for embryo lipid bodies, due to 
the small size of the lipid bodies, large size range of embryo cells (data not shown) and the micro-scaled obser-
vation field of the transmission electron microscope, lipid bodies were sampled from three randomly picked ob-
servation fields (with a defined area, µm2) for diameter measurement. Student’s t-test and Spearman’s Rank 
Correlation were performed using SSPS. 

3. Results 
3.1. Morphology of Lipid Bodies in Mesocarp, Kernel and Embryo of Oil Palms 
It was found that the cells of mesocarp, kernel and embryo showed very different sub-cellular structure and po-
sition in the mother cell (Figure 2). The mesocarp parenchyma cells of oil palm are fully packed with lipid bo-
dies with few small protein bodies (stained solid blue) embedded among the lipid bodies (Figures 2(a)-(c)). In ker- 
nel, cytoplasmic spaces were fully packed with lipid bodies and large storage vacuoles (Figure 2(d) and Figure 2(e)).  

While in the embryo, lipid bodies are deposited along the periphery of cell and between sub-cellular organelle 
like protein bodies (Figure 2(f)). The lipid bodies found in mesocarp and embryo are generally spherical in 
shape. However, in kernel, the lipid bodies observed had irregular geometry which appeared fitting into availa-
ble spaces (Figure 2(d) and Figure 2(e)). It was observed that the monolayer phospholipid membrane sur-
rounding the lipid bodies appeared to have different morphology among the three different tissue types. Discon-
tinuity of membrane was obvious for lipid body of mesocarp (Figure 2(b)) while the membrane of lipid body of 
kernel appeared to remain intact (Figure 2(d)). On the other hand, the membrane of the embryo lipid bodies  
were indefinable even at 60 k times magnification (Figure 2(g)) where neither a full unit membrane nor a half 
membrane was readily apparent.  

For determination of lipid body sizes, ‘size’ was defined as the longest axis across the lipid body globules. In 
order to eliminate technical error, all measurements were done by a single individual. A total of 5243 mesocarp 
lipid bodies from 341 cells of 12 biological samples were examined. The sizes of mesocarp lipid bodies were 
found to be in the range of 4.09 - 31.77 µm, with a median of 10.86 µm (Figure 3). The observation of size of 
lipid bodies for kernel tissue was based on single biological sample, where a total of 154 lipid bodies were ex-
amined. It was found that the size of lipid bodies of kernel range between 4.47 - 24.68 µm with a median of 
10.27 µm. Distribution curve was not plotted for lipid bodies of kernel due to the small data size (only 154 lipid 
bodies were observed).  

On the other hand, examination and measurement of lipid bodies of embryonic cells were done under TEM  
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Figure 2. Distinct ultra-structure of different tissues of oil palm drupelets. (a): LM image for mesocarp 
tissue of oil palm (400 X). (b) and (c): TEM micrograph of mesocarp (1.65 and 3.55 kX). (d): TEM 
micrograph of kernel of oil palm (4.6 kX). (e): CLSE micrograph of kernel of oil palm (600 X). (f): TEM 
micrograph of embryo of oil palm (1000 X). (g): TEM micrograph of lipid bodies of embryo (60 kX). Bold 
square box was which the observation area enlarged for details examination (1.65 kX). LB: lipid body; SV: 
Storage vacuole; PB: Protein body; CW: Cell wall; V: vacuole; ICJ: intercellular junctions.                
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Figure 3. Distribution of mesocarp lipid bodies. A total of 5243 lipid bodies 
of mesocarp were examined. Mean: 11.34 µm; Max: 31.77 µm; Min: 4.09 µm: 
Median: 10.86 µm..                                                 

 
with very high resolution. Under each observation field, only a portion of intact cell can be seen. Hence, the total 
number of embryonic cells that were observed was disregarded. 2402 lipid bodies from 12 biological samples 
revealed that the sizes of embryonic lipid bodies were found to be ranged from 0.18 - 4.71 µm with a median of 
0.68 µm (Figure 4). 

3.2. Lipid Bodies in High and Low Oil-Yielding Palms 
For the study of lipid bodies size of mesocarp tissue of oil palms, of the twelve palms examined in the present 
study, one outlier was detected statistically and was excluded in the following analysis and discussion. A total of 
2854 and 2389 lipid bodies were observed for five high and six low oil-yielding palms respectively. Figure 5 
illustrates the distribution of the size of mesocarp lipid bodies in high and low oil-yielding palms. 

Based on Student’s t-test, it was found that the mean of the size of low oil and high oil-yielding was signifi-
cantly different at 95% confident level (p < 0.05) and recorded 14.48% difference, where low oil-yielding palms 
has larger lipid bodies (mean = 12.17 µm) compared to high oil-yielding palms (mean = 10.63 µm). 

In addition to that, correlation analyses were also performed. Three different yield traits were used in the 
Spearman’s Rank Correlation analyses, i.e., oil per palm per year (O/P; Kg), oil per dry mesocarp mass 
(O/DM; %) and mesocarp mass per drupe mass (M/F; %). Data for the respective yield traits were average of 
data collected over seven years (data not shown). For mesocarp lipid body size, average of each individual rep-
licate was used in this analysis. The analyses have shown that in all three cases, mesocarp lipid body size is ne-
gatively correlated to oil yield (Table 1). These results again support the observation where high oil-yielding 
palms possess smaller size lipid bodies and vice versa.  

While for lipid bodies in embryo, 1396 and 1243 lipid bodies were sampled from embryonic cells of six high 
and six low oil-yielding palms respectively. Distribution of size of lipid bodies in embryo tissue of high and low 
oil-yielding palms was presented in Figure 6. 

The mean of size of lipid bodies in embryo tissue of high oil-yielding palms and low oil-yielding palms was 
compared by Student’s t-test. P value of 0.0051 at 95% confidence level indicating significant different between 
means of lipid bodies in embryo tissue from the two different oil palm groups, where lipid bodies in embryo tis-
sue of low oil-yielding palms (mean = 0.74 µm) are larger than lipid bodies in high oil-yielding palms (mean = 
0.71 µm) by 4.2%. 

3.3. Extra Large Lipid Droplets in Oil Palm Mesocarp 
We also looked into lipid bodies of mesocarp with extra large size in high and low oil-yielding palms. We de-
fined lipid droplets with a diameter larger than two times mean (mean = 11.34 µm), 22.68 µm as extra large li-
pid droplets. Overall, extra large lipid bodies accounted for 0.99% of all 5243 lipid bodies observed. When 
looking into the palms based on oil yielding capacity, extra large lipid bodies occurred at an average of 0.32% 
and 1.80% in high and low oil-yielding palms respectively (Figure 7). Frequency of occurrence of extra large  
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Figure 4. Distribution of embryonic lipid bodies. A total of 2639 lipid bodies 
of mesocarp were examined. Mean: 0.72; Max: 4.71 µm; Min: 0.18 µm: 
Median: 0.67 µm.                                                  

 

 
Figure 5. Distribution of embryonic lipid bodies. A total of 2639 lipid bodies 
of mesocarp were examined. Mean: 0.72; Max: 4.71 µm; Min: 0.18 µm: Me- 
dian: 0.67 µm.                                                    

 
Table 1. Spearman’s Rank Correlation analyses on mesocarp lipid body size and oil yield..                             

 Spearman’s Rank Correlation 

 O/P (Kg) O/DM (%) M/F (%) 

OB size −0.4909 −0.2727 −0.6364 

 
lipid droplets in high oil-yielding palms ranged between 0% - 0.35%. On the other hand, frequency of occur-
rence of extra larger lipid droplets in low oil-yielding palms ranged between 0.22% - 5.56%. The percent occur-
rence of extra large lipid bodies, when compared by student t-test, was shown to be significantly different be-
tween the mean of high and low oil-yielding palms (P < 0.05). 

To test the robustness of our observation where in the mesocarp of drupelets from proximal region of high 
oil-yielding palms, there were higher number of smaller size lipid bodies compared to the low oil-yielding palms, 
we compared the size of lipid bodies at different cut off points. In another word, based on the distribution curve 
of lipid bodies sizes (Figure 3), cut off points for sizes of interest were set at median as well as 5, 10, and 20% 
largest size (indicated by arrows in Figure 3). T-test showed significant difference when frequencies of occur-
rence of lipid bodies at defined cut off points were compared between high and low oil-yielding palms.  
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Figure 6. Distribution, min, max, median and mean of size of lipid bodies in 
embryo tissue of high oil-yielding palms and low oil-yielding palms. Hy: high 
oil-yielding palm; Ly: low oil-yielding palm.                            

 

 
Figure 7. Frequency of occurrence of extra large lipid bodies. Y-axis indicated percent occu- 
rrence for each biological replicate. Percent was computed based on number of extra large 
lipid bodies over total number of lipid bodies observed for each individual biological repli- 
cates. Note that replicate number 5 of high oil-yielding palms was the outlier and was exclud- 
ed in the study as well as the computation of average value. R: Replicates. Hy: High oil-yield- 
ing palms; Ly- low oil-yielding palms.                                              

 
Same trend was observed, i.e. low oil-yielding palms possessed more lipid bodies with larger sizes at all defined 
cut off points tested (Figure 8). 

3.4. Number of Lipid Bodies per Cell and Cell Size (µm2) 
Of the total 341 parenchymal lipid bodies bearing cells examined, data was collected for the number of lipid bo-
dies per cell and size of cell size (µm2). The mesocarp cell of high oil-yielding palms has significantly more li-
pid bodies compare to low oil-yielding palms by 17.93% when tested at 95% confidence level (Table 2). There 
is also significant different when comparing the size of mesocarp cell of high and low oil-yielding palm at 95% 
confidence level (P = 0.041). The mean of size of mesocarp cell of high oil-yielding palms is larger than low 
oil-yielding palms by 0.91% (Table 2). 

4. Discussion 
Lipid bodies in various oil crops, such as Brassica spp., Zea mays and Arabidopsis spp have been extensively  
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Figure 8. Frequency of occurrence of larger lipid bodies at different cut off 
points. Y—axis indicated percent occurrence larger lipid bodies for each cate- 
gory. Hy—High oil-yielding palms; Ly—low oil-yielding palms; LB—lipid 
bodies.                                                           

 
Table 2. No. of lipid bodies per cell and size of cell of high and low oil-yielding palms. Hy—High oil-yielding palms; Ly— 
Low oil-yielding palms.                                                                                  

 No. of lipid bodies per cell Size of cell (µm2) 

 Hy Ly Hy Ly 

Max 37 27 4130.59 4038.05 

Min 4 3 530.00 667.81 

Average 16.1 13.2 1997.06 1979.01 

median 14 12 1793.53 1868.52 

 
studied, main focus were always lipid bodies in embryonic tissue, seed as well as in pollen. Research on the li-
pid bodies in mesocarp tissue has been very rare, not only in the similar field of research, but also rare in the 
past two\decades. Among all economically important oil crops, very few are accumulating oil in the endosperm, 
among which is olive, avocado and oil palm. In olive, mesocarp cells are large and contain one or more lipid 
bodies with diameter up to20 µm [14]. It was reported that in the ripening process of avocado, neither loss of 
organizational resistance nor degradation of the cytoplasmism was observed, where the structural integrity of 
mitochondria as well as other organelles appeared retained [15]. In addition, parenchyma cells of avocado me-
socarp usually contain many lipid bodies, while the scattered idioblast of oil contains only one large lipid droplet 
[16]. 

In another study of oil palm mesocarp ultrastucture, it was shown that in immature mesocarp (week 16 after 
anthesis), organelles like nucleus could be clearly seen without clear appearance of lipid bodies (data not shown), 
and this indicating that there was a loss of protoplasm organizational integrity approaching maturity. In the 
present study, mesocarp of oil palms at 22 weeks after anthesis were observed with cell containing multiple lipid 
bodies (size with a median 10.86 µm) and limited number of protein or starch (Figure 2(c)). There are also vas-
cular bundles scattered in the parenchymal layer between the lipid bodies containing cell but they are rare in 
numbers. In addition to that, in another work done on tissue morphology, which was carried out using SEM, ra-
phides crystal of calcium oxalate can be observed indicating presence idoblasts in the mesocarp tissue (data not 
shown). However, mesocarp cell containing only single lipid body, like the idioblast observed in avocado, was 
not observed from all the 341 cells examined. 

On the other hand, olive which also produces oil in its mesocarp was reported to have very similar ultrastruc-
ture for its embryonic and kernel cells. The kernel cells and embryonic cells of oil palms have a very different 
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cytoplasmic organization (Figures 2(d)-(f)). In embryonic cell of oil palms, space was occupied by relatively 
large storage vacuole where lipid bodies were deposited along its periphery. This observation is in agreement 
with the report by Ross and team [14]. In contrast, lipid bodies found in kernel cells of oil palms were relative 
large and many, while storage vacuole were relatively a minor component of the cytoplasmic matrix. They were 
irregular in outline and the content appearance varied from transparent to a fine flocculent or granular material 
refer to Figure 2(d) and Figure 2(e).  

In terms of size, the current observation also recorded a larger range of size (4.09 - 31.77 µm) with a median 
of 10.86 µm, compared to the earlier report where the size of mesocarp lipid bodies of oil palm was reported to 
be ranged between 10 - 20µm [17] [18]. The size of lipid bodies in embryo tissue of oil palm ranged between 
0.18 - 4.71 µm in diameter, which is also a larger range compared to that of reported for olive [14] and others 
crops [6] which was ranged between 0.5 and 2.0 µm.  

The differences in size of lipid bodies between high oil-yielding palm and low oil-yielding palm have been 
the main interest of our study. There was no previous record found on this subject specifically on oil palm. In 
this study, it has been statistically shown that lipid bodies of low oil-yielding palm are larger than that of high 
oil-yielding palms, for both embryo and mesocarp. In mesocarp, Spearman’s Rank correlation analyses showed 
that lipid body sizes are negatively correlated to oil yield. Not only that, it was also shown that in low 
oil-yielding palm, possesses higher number of large lipid body compared to high oil-yielding palms at different 
cut off points (Figure 7 and Figure 8). This observation is found to be similar to that observed by Hu and team 
[9] reported that in embryo of Brassica napus, unusually large lipid bodies are highly correlated with low oil 
content. In another study, oil content of ole1ole2 of Arabidopsis thaliana was found to be much lower than the 
wild type but enlarger lipid bodies [19], again, this finding is in agreement with the current study. However, in 
maize, lipid bodies of high oil-yielding kernel are large and spherical where this finding is in contrast with the 
current observation in oil palm mesocarp and embryo [20]. Various factors may contribute to the disagreement 
between observations, one of which is comparisons were always made between different genotypes, different 
stages of development or different tissues and organs (mainly seed and embryo). 

When we observed that in general, lipid bodies size is inversely related to oil content, it is also relating to li-
pid body associated proteins like oleosin [9] [21] [22] where higher TAG (triacylglycerol)-to-oleosin ratio typi-
cally results in larger lipid bodies and higher oil content. In the work done by Siloto and team [21], where the 
expression of oleosin in seed of Arabidopsis thaliana was manipulated, it was shown that OLEO1 suppression 
resulted in larger lipid droplets but lower TAG content accompanied by an increase of total protein in an almost 
compensatory manner comparing to the wild type. In the work done by Liu and team [22], overexpression of 
soybean oleosin in the embryo of transgenic rice seed also resulted in increased oil content and smaller lipid bo-
dies compared to wild type.  Such an event was also observed in embryo and seed of Brassica spp [9]. While 
the presence of large lipid bodies related to the reduced level of oleosin is consistently reported for seed and 
embryo, there are no report of oleosin found in the mesocarp of olive and avocado where their lipid bodies are 
several times larger than those of seed and embryo [14]. In the work done by Shariza [23], it was shown that the 
expression of oleosins are detectable in kernel and embryo but not mesocarp of oil palm; leaf and germinating 
seedling tissues indicating that oleosins are found only in tissues that undergo dehydration. Also, it is presuma-
bly that smaller lipid bodies with higher surface/volume ratio enhance the binding efficiency of cytoplasmic li-
pase during lipolysis and hence allowing rapid release of energy germination and growth [24]. In general, me-
socarp lipids function to attract animals for seed dispersion and to date, there is yet any evidence showing in-
volvement of mesocarp lipid bodies in seed germination. In another word, lipid bodies size are not restricted 
when rapid lease of energy is not required [24]. However, in one of our work investigating lipid bodies asso-
ciated proteins; mRNA of oil palm oleosin was detected and was successfully isolated from the mesocarp of oil 
palm. Expression of the oil palm oleosin gene and western blot validation indicated the presence of oleosin in 
mesocarp of oil palm (data not shown). The investigation on the relationship of level of oleosin and oil yield as 
well as size of lipid bodies is in progress. 

The size of the parenchymal cell of high and low oil-yielding palms recorded 0.9% difference. Given a similar 
size of space, the observation on the number of lipid bodies per cell was considerable in accordance with the 
observation of size of lipid bodies. In another words, the larger the lipid bodies are, the smaller number of lipid 
bodies can be fitted in space of similar size. Based on our observation, when the cytoplasmic matrix of mesocarp 
cells is fully occupied by lipid bodies with minor number of protein bodies, the oil content per cell of high and 
low oil-yielding palms are close if not the same. However, the oil yield of high oil-yielding palms is recorded at 
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close to two fold higher than the low oil-yielding palms. As such, mesocarp thickness may be a determinative 
factor in oil yield. This observation affirming the work done by Teh and team, where amino acids which are re-
quired for cell division, were found accumulated in the mesocarp of high oil-yielding palms. The high oil yield-
ing palms that were used in their study showed a 35% larger mesocarp mass per bunch on average compared to 
the low oil yielding palms suggesting that mesocarp development an important factor for oil yield [13].  

5. Conclusions 
In conclusion, the mean size of lipid bodies of mesocarp tissue for high oil yield palm is significantly different 
from lipid bodies of mesocarp tissue for low oil-yielding palms. Mesocarp of low oil-yielding palms has larger 
lipid bodies than high oil-yielding palms. Mean of size of lipid bodies of embryonic cells for high oil yield palm 
is significantly different from lipid bodies of embryo tissue for low oil-yielding palms. Embryos of low oil- 
yielding palms have larger lipid bodies than high oil-yielding palms. It was also statistically shown that low oil- 
yielding palms possess higher number of larger size lipid bodies at all cut off points tested. In addition, high oil- 
yielding palms have high number of lipid bodies per cell while the different between the sizes of the cell is small. 

Microscopy techniques allow ultrastructural examination of mesocarp, kernel and embryonic tissue of oil 
palms. Knowing the differences in physical morphology and properties of lipid bodies between high oil-yielding 
palms and low oil-yielding palms based on the current study, further understanding the relationship between the 
lipid body associated proteins and oil yield of oil palm, as well as the structural organization at tissue level could 
help unfold the key factor in improving the crop performance. 
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